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The type of play style you have will determine which class matches you the best. Are you a ranged
player who likes to stand in the back and shoot arrows or throw spells? Are you a melee player who
likes to get punched right up close in the face? Do you like to be a supportive member of your group
and ensure their survival? Answering those questions will help determine which TERA Online class
matches your style.

This is a little TERA Classes general idea explaining the classes available before you make your
choice. It should not be too hard to find TERA Leveling Guide out there to help you level your
character, but this TERA Classes Guide is to give you an overall view at the classes so that you can
make a decision about what TERA Classes are best for your play style.

Ranged DPS Classes

The TERA Archer is a ranged DPS class. This class is all about shooting arrows from a distance. It
has the ability to shoot multiple targets and for a moderate amount of damage.

The TERA Sorcerer deals ranged magic. This role has burst DPS from a distance which makes
sense since he wears robes for armor and cannot get very close to the fight.

Melee DPS Classes

The TERA Berserker likes to get in there and mix it up in the fight. He is a melee class with high
burst DPS, and he wears heavy armor to take blows since he is in the thick of things.

The TERA Slayer also likes to get up close and personal. The Slayer is another melee class dealing
huge damage and moving continuously to avoid attacks since he has light armor.

Ranged Healing Classes

The TERA Priest is the primary healer, and it is his job to make sure the whole party lives through
the encounter. The Priest is a ranged class that wear robes and support the group.

The TERA Mystic is the secondary healer and supplies the party with much-needed buffs and auras.

Tank Melee Classes

The TERA Lancer is the main tank, and it is the tank's job to get aggro and make sure that the rest
of the party does not take any damage. He wears heavy armor and is in melee range of the boss or
mob.

The TERA Warrior is an off tank role that must kite if he is needed to tank since he wears light
armor. When the Warrior isn't in that role, he is throwing out sustained DPS.

Make sure to look for TERA Leveling Guide after you have reviewed the TERA Guide in this article
and made your choice based on the class that matches your play style.
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